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Abstract. We describe the architecture and implementation of a novel
workflow-driven provisioning system for application services, such as
multi-tiered e-Commerce systems. These services need to be dynamically provisioned to accomodate rapid changes in the workload patterns.
This, in turn, requires a highly automated service provisioning process,
for which we were able to leverage a general-purpose workflow language
and its execution engine. We have successfully integrated a workflowbased change management system with a commercial service provisioning system that allows the execution of automatically generated change
plans as well as the monitoring of their execution.

1

Introduction and Problem Statement

The extremely high rate of change in emerging service provider environments
based on Grid and Web Services technologies requires an increasingly automated service provisioning process. By provisioning, we mean the process of
deploying, installing and conﬁguring application services. A promising, systematic approach to this problem is based upon the adoption of Change Management [5]. An important prerequisite for automated Change Management is the
ability of a service provisioning system to interpret and execute change plans
(described in a general-purpose workﬂow language) that have been generated
by a Change Management System. This requires adding new workﬂows “on-theﬂy” to provisioning systems, i.e., without writing new program code and without
human intervention. Second, the workﬂows should contain temporal constraints,
which specify deadlines or maximum allowable durations for each of the activities
within a workﬂow. Finally, once the workﬂows are executed by a provisioning
system, the system should be able to check their status to determine if an activity
has completed and, if yes, whether it was successful or not.
This paper describes our approach to addressing these requirements and its
implementation. It enables a provisioning system to understand and execute
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change plans speciﬁed in the Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS) [1], an open workﬂow language standard, as a means to apply
change management concepts and to automate provisioning tasks signiﬁcantly.
In addition, our system is capable of providing feedback from the provisioning
system back to the change manager, so that the latter can monitor how well the
execution of the change plan proceeds, and perform adjustments if needed.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of typical
service provisioning systems, such as IBM Tivoli Intelligent Orchestrator (TIO),
and describes related work. Our approach for integrating CHAMPS, a Change
Manager developed at IBM Research, with TIO and a workﬂow engine capable
of understanding BPEL4WS, is discussed in section 3; we present the proof-ofconcept implementation in section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper and presents
the lessons we learned during this work as well as issues for further research.

2

Towards Automated Service Provisioning

The importance of automating the provisioning of services is underscored by a
recent study [9] showing that operator errors account for the largest fraction
of failures of Internet services and hence properly managing changes is critical
to availability. Today, however, service provisioning systems are isolated from
the change management process: They typically come with their own, proprietary workﬂow/scripting language, thus making it hard for a change manager
to formulate reusable change plans that can be understood by diﬀerent provisioning systems. Our goal is to tie provisiong systems into the change management process. By leveraging the Web Services technology and a standardized,
general-purpose workﬂow language for expressing change plans and demonstrating the feasibility of integrating a common-oﬀ-the-shelf workﬂow engine with a
commercial provisioning system, our approach is applicable to a wide range of
provisioning scenarios.
2.1

Provisioning Systems: State of the Art

Typical provisioning systems, such as Tivoli Intelligent Orchestrator (TIO) [4]
provide an administrator with a runtime environment for deﬁning and subsequently executing provisioning scripts. Figure 1 depicts the sequence of steps
for provisioning a web site that uses the IBM HTTP Server (IHS), a variation
of the Apache Web Server. In this example, 10 actions need to be carried out
by the provisioning system, which can be summarized as follows: Copying the
install image of the HTTP server into a temporary directory on a target system,
launching the installation, updating the httpd.conf conﬁguration ﬁle, installing
the web site content (HTML pages, pictures etc.), starting the HTTP server,
and performing cleanup tasks once the installation has been completed successfully. In TIO, such a provisioning workﬂow consists of a sequence of operations;
these are pre-deﬁned activities that can be adapted and customized by an administrator, as well as aggregated into new workﬂows. For every operation, an

Fig. 1. Steps for Provisioning an HTTP Server from a Service Provisioning System

administrator can specify what steps need to be taken if the operation fails, such
as undoing the installation or notifying the administrator. Provisioning systems
that require such ﬁne-grained deﬁnitions of provisioning workﬂows expect an
administrator to have a detailed understanding of the steps involved in setting
up the provisioning of complex, multi-tiered systems. However, the lack of knowledge about the structure of a distributed system and the dependencies between
its ﬁne-grained components often tend to make an administrator overly prudent
when designing workﬂows, e.g., by not exploiting the potential for concurrent
execution of provisioning workﬂows, thus resulting in ineﬃciencies.
Another example of a commercial service provisiong system is given in [3].
It describes a workﬂow-based service provisiong system for an Ethernet-to-theHome/Business (ETTx) environment, consisting of a policy engine, a service
builder, an activation engine and a workﬂow engine. The (proprietary) workﬂow
engine orchestrates the execution ﬂow of the business process, whereas the actual provisioning steps are executed by a custom-built activation engine. Our
approach, in contrast, lets a common-oﬀ-the-shelf workﬂow engine orchestrate
the actual provisioning process. Indeed, there has been interest in using workﬂow technologies to coordinate large scale eﬀorts such as change management
[7], and to automate the construction of a Change Plan [8]. However, no current

provisioning system is able to understand change plans that leverage the full
potential of typical general-purpose workﬂow languages, such as the concurrent
execution of tasks and the evaluation of transition conditions to determine if the
next task in a workﬂow can be started.
2.2

Related Work

In addition to the products described above, service provisioning and change
management have received considerable attention in both academia and industry. A constraint satisfaction-based approach to dynamic service creation and
resource provisioning in data centers is described in [10]. Whenever a policy
manager ﬁnds a match between an incoming request and a set of resource type
deﬁnitions, the task-to-resource assignment is treated as a constraint satisfaction
problem, which takes the service classes as well as the technical capabilities of the
managed resources into account, but does not perform additional optimization.
The output is consumed by a deployment system.
STRIDER [12] is a change and conﬁguration management system targeted at
detecting and ﬁxing errors in shared persistent conﬁguration stores (such as the
Windows Registry). To do so, it follows an elaborate three-step process to analyse
the state of conﬁguration parameters, ﬁnds similar, valid conﬁgurations and
subsequently narrows down the range of results to the most likely conﬁguration.
Since it deals with (re)setting conﬁguration parameters and does not perform
software deployment, the system does not make assumptions about the order in
which provisioning steps need to be carried out.
Finally, the Workﬂakes system, described in [11], provides workﬂow-driven
orchestration of adaptation and reconﬁguration tasks for a variety of managed
resources. Workﬂakes focuses on an adaptation controller for systems and services, where workﬂows describe the dynamic adaptation loop. Our work supports a change management approach, where dynamically generated workﬂows
(describing change plans) are executed by a provisioning system.

3
3.1

Integrating Change Management and Provisioning
The CHAMPS Change Manager

The CHAMPS system is a Change Manager for CHAnge Management with
Planning and Scheduling [6]. CHAMPS consists of two major components: The
Task Graph Builder breaks down an incoming request for change into its
elementary steps and determines the order in which they have to be carried out.
This Task Graph is a workﬂow, expressed in BPEL4WS, consisting of tasks
and precedence constraints that link these tasks together.
In a second step, multiple task graphs (representing the various requests for
change that are serviced by the change manager at a given point in time) are consumed by the Planner & Scheduler. Its purpose is to assign tasks to available
resources, according to additional monetary and technical constraints, such as

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and Policies. To do so, it computes (according
to various administrator-deﬁned criteria) a Change Plan that includes deadlines and maximizes the degree of parallelism for tasks according to precedence
and location constraints expressed in the Task Graphs. Again, the BPEL4WS
workﬂow language is used to express the Change Plan. Figures 5, 7 and 8 in
section 4 contain various examples of instructions speciﬁed in a Change Plan.
3.2

Integration Architecture

Once the Change Plan has been computed by the Planner & Scheduler, it is
input to the Provisioning System, which retrieves the required software packages from a Package Repository, and rolls out the requested changes to the
targets in the order speciﬁed in the plan. An important part of this process is
the ability of the provisioning system to keep track of how well the roll-out of
changes progresses on the targets, and to feed this status information back into
the Planner & Scheduler. Being aware of the current status of the provisioning
process enables the Planner & Scheduler to track the actual progress against the
plan and perform on-line plan adjustment (by re-computing the change plan) in
case the process runs behind schedule. In addition, such a feedback mechanism
can be used to gain an understanding on how long it takes to complete a task.
Our architecture,
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allows the programmatic invocation of individual operations from an application
outside of the provisioning system by means of SOAP3 messages. We exploit
this feature by feeding the Change Plans created by the CHAMPS Planner
& Scheduler into a general-purpose workﬂow engine and invoke individual
operations directly from there. More speciﬁcally, we use the BPWS4J workﬂow
engine [2] that is able to execute workﬂows and business processes speciﬁed
using BPEL4WS. A BPEL4WS workﬂow describes Web Services interactions
and may comprise parallel execution (so-called flows), sequences, conditional
branching, time-out mechanisms, as well as error and compensation handling.
By doing so, we can execute provisioning tasks deﬁned in change plans concurrently. The architecture of the extended provisioning system (depicted in
ﬁgure 2) is consequently composed of two sub-systems: the BPWS4J workﬂow
engine and the deployment engine of the provisioning system. The former interacts with the CHAMPS system (cf. section 3.1), as follows: First, the workflow
engine inputs the change plan provided by CHAMPS and starts each provisioning operation by directly invoking the deployment engine. These invocations
are performed either in parallel or sequentially, according to the change plan.
In a second step, the deployment engine is invoked by the workﬂow engine
and performs the provisioning operations. It reports the status of each operation
execution back to the workﬂow engine. This status information is used by the
workﬂow engine to check if the workﬂow constraints deﬁned in the plan (such
as deadlines) are met. Figure 2 also shows that status feedback happens at two
stages:
First, the interactions between the deployment engine and the workﬂow engine (i.e., the invocations of provisioning operations and the assessment of their
execution). A major advantage of using a workﬂow engine for our purposes is the
fact that it automatically performs state-checking, i.e., it determines whether all
conditions are met to move from one activity in a workﬂow to the next. Consequently, there is no need for us to develop additional program logic that would
perform such checks, as these conditions are speciﬁed in the temporal constraints
(so-called links) that connect the activities in a workﬂow.
The second status feedback loop comprises the interactions between the workﬂow engine and the CHAMPS Planner & Scheduler, i.e., submitting the change
plan and receiving status feedback from the workﬂow engine. This is needed to
perform plan adjustments in case the roll-out of changes runs behind schedule.

4

Prototype Implementation

The implementation of our prototype demonstrates the invocation of the TIO
deployment engine from the BPWS4J engine, based on the change plans submitted by the CHAMPS system (see ﬁgure 3). More speciﬁcally, the implementation
addresses the following aspects:
First, one needs to create Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [13]
wrappers for the existing TIO invocation interface. Making TIO appear as a (set
3
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of) Web Service(s) is a necessary step to providing a seamless integration with the
BPWS4J workﬂow engine, as every BPEL4WS invoke operation refers to a Web
Service. The WSDL wrappers deﬁne the allowable set of change management
operations that can be used in change plans.
Once this is done, one
can invoke the operations
deﬁned in the WSDL interfaces by submitting a
BPEL4WS workﬂow (corresponding to a change
plan) to the workﬂow engine, which allows the execution of several operations in parallel.
Third, the deployment
engine needs to monitor
the execution status of the
change plans to determine
whether they are still running, completed successfully, or completed with
an error. This is important
because the workﬂow enFig. 3. Integrating the TIO Provisioning System
gine depends on this inforwith the CHAMPS Change Manager
mation to determine if all
the preconditions are satisﬁed before the next activity can be triggered.
Finally, a change plan may specify deadlines (e.g., task X must be ﬁnished
by 8pm) that need to be enforced. The workﬂow engine must therefore be able
to send an event back to the CHAMPS Planner & Scheduler if a provisioning
activity takes longer than initially planned. The Planner & Scheduler would
then decide if the provisioning process should be abandoned (and rolled back to
a previous state), or continued despite the delay. In the following four sections,
we will discuss how we addressed each of these aspects in more detail.
4.1

WSDL Wrappers for Logical Operations

To facilitate the invocation of provisioning operations from the outside, TIO
can represent each individual operation or sequence of operations as a so-called
logical operation. In TIO, each resource is treated as a component (i.e., Software,
Operating Systems, Switches, Servers, etc.) that provides an (extensible) set of
logical operations. Typically, the TIO component dealing with software provides
logical operations such as Software.deploy, Software.install , Software.start , while
its switch component provides Switch.createVLAN , Switch.turnPortOn etc. For
example, the logical operation Software.install can be used to implement the
IBM HTTP Server (IHS) install operation in the TIO sequence depicted in

ﬁgure 1. In addition, the use of logical operations ensures that the TIO database
gets updated with execution status information.
A ﬁrst part of our work consists in providing WSDL interfaces to facilitate
the invocation of these logical operations using server IP addresses, software
identiﬁers, or device serial numbers as inputs. As an example, we have created
the following WSDL interface to perform the logical operations (Software.Install ,
Software.Start , etc.) on the software component:
The listing depicted
in Figure 4 shows the
WSDL deﬁnition of SoftwareComponent.install
(lines 10-17) that wraps
the TIO logical operation
Software.install . It uses
the software name and
server IP address as
inputs (deﬁnition of the
input message installRequest, lines 3-6) and
returns a request ID
(deﬁnition of the output
message installResponse,
lines 7-9). This approach
can be generalized to
accomodate other resources,
4.2

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <definitions name="SoftwareComponent">
3
<message name="installRequest">
4
<part name="softwareName" type="xsd:string"/>
5
<part name="deviceIP" type="xsd:string"/>
6
</message>
7
<message name="installResponse">
8
<part name="requestID" type="xsd:int"/>
9
</message>
10 <portType name="SoftwareComponent">
11
<operation name="install"
12
parameterOrder="softwareName deviceIP">
13
<input message="tns:installRequest"
14
name="installRequest"/>
15
<output message="tns:installResponse"
16
name="installResponse"/>
17
</operation>
...
18 </portType>
19 </definitions>

Fig. 4. Software Component WSDL interface
such as switches, server pools or VLANs.

Invoking Logical Operations concurrently

The BPWS4J workﬂow engine [2] allows us to invoke several logical operations
simultaneously through the above WSDL interfaces. As mentioned in section
3.1, the CHAMPS system uses the BPEL4WS [1] workﬂow language to describe
change plans: the invocations of logical operations are done through our WSDL
interfaces and by using the invoke construct of BPEL4WS; parallel and sequential execution paths map to the flow and sequence structured activities.
The deployment engine is driven by the workﬂow engine and thus able to
execute tasks concurrently, such as the installation of the IHS server and the
deployment of the web site content (HTML pages, pictures etc.). An example,
brieﬂy mentioned in section 2.1, is given in ﬁgure 5. It depicts a part of the change
plan, deﬁned in BPEL4WS and rendered in the BPWS4J workﬂow editor, for
the simultaneous installation and conﬁguration of two websites with diﬀerent
content, along with IHS servers on two diﬀerent systems running Linux: The
website with the name WSLA (together with the HTTP server) is to be provisioned on the system ’cuda’ having the IP address 9.2.9.64 (dashed lines in the
ﬁgure), while the system ’charger’ with the IP address 9.2.9.63 will host another
HTTP server and the website DSOM2003 (dotted lines in the ﬁgure).

One can see
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construct yields
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per-system basis:
if the provisioning process
on one system
encounters
a
problem,
the
provisioning
of the second
Fig. 5. Concurrent Provisioning of 2 Websites
system remains
unaﬀected by this and continues. Concurrent invocations of the change management operations can be carried out because the invocation of a logical operation
on the provisioning system through its WSDL interface is non-blocking.
4.3

Monitoring the Execution of Change Plans

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
In addition to tasks that
2 <definitions name="Request">
can be carried out in paral3
<message name="getStatusRequest">
4
<part name="requestID" type="xsd:int"/>
lel, a Change Plan contains
5
</message>
temporal constraints between
6
<message name="getStatusResponse">
7
<part name="startTime" type="xsd:date"/>
various tasks that need to be
8
<part name="status" type="xsd:string"/>
taken into account as well. As
9
</message>
10 <portType name="Request">
an example, every invoke op11
<operation name="getStatus"
eration within a sequence can
12
parameterOrder="requestID">
only start if its predecessor has
13
<input message="tns:getStatusRequest"
14
name="getStatusRequest"/>
ﬁnished. To retrieve the exe15
<output message="tns:getStatusResponse"
cution status of a logical op16
name="getStatusResponse"/>
eration from the provisioning
17
</operation>
system, we have created a sec18 </portType>
ond set of WSDL interfaces
19 </definitions>
(listed below). This information is needed by the workﬂow
Fig. 6. WSDL interface for Status Monitoring
engine to determine if a task
within a sequence is still running, or whether it can proceed with the execution
of the next task. As an example, in ﬁgure 6, the operation Request.getStatus
(lines 11-17) returns the start time and the status of an execution (deﬁnition of
the getStatusResponse message, lines 6-8) from a request ID (deﬁnition of the
getStatusRequest, lines 3-5).
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execution
status of a logical operation,
the
workﬂow
engine periodically
invokes
the monitoring
WSDL interface.
An example of
how this can
be expressed in
Fig. 7. Monitoring Task Execution Status
BPEL4WS
is
depicted in ﬁgure 7. First, the change management operation Installation of
IHS on 9.2.9.64 is invoked through the WSDL interface corresponding to the
appropriate Software.install logical operation. In a second step, the request ID
returned by the invocation is used to check periodically (through the monitoring WSDL interface implementing the method RequestComponent.getStatus)
the status of the running logical operation, until it completes. If this is the
case, the next change management operation of the workﬂow is started. Our
implementation distinguishes between 3 states for an executing workﬂow: in
progress, completed (with success), and failed (the return message includes an
error code). If an error occurs during the execution of a logical operation, the
workﬂow engine returns an error message back to the CHAMPS Planner &
Scheduler, which then needs to determine how to proceed further. This may
involve rolling back and subsequently retrying the operation, or bringing the
target system(s) back to a well-deﬁned state.
By using the WSDL monitoring interface, we are able to enforce temporal
constraints deﬁned in Change Plans such as: the logical operation X must be
finished before the logical operation Y can start, or the logical operation X must
not start before the logical operation Y has started . For a detailed discussion of
the various temporal constraints in Change Plans, the reader is referrred to [6].
4.4

Enforcing Deadlines and Durations

An additional requirement is the enforcement of deadlines for change management operations that are given in a Change Plan. To do so, the workﬂow engine
needs to understand what these deadlines are and notify the CHAMPS Planner
& Scheduler in case a change management operation runs behind schedule. The
Planner & Scheduler would then decide if the change management operation
should be abandoned (and roll back the system to a known state), or if it should
continue despite the delay.
Yet again, we are able to exploit the features of the BPEL4WS language to
specify time constraints on the provisioning workﬂow. Activities corresponding
to invocations of logical operations can be grouped together by means of the scope
structured activity. An event handler is then attached to a scope activity, which

may contain one or more alarms. Each alarm is deﬁned by both a constraint
and an escape activity, which is performed when the constraint is violated. This
mechanism works for single activities as well.
We
use
alarms to deﬁne
time constraints
(the
BPWS4J
workﬂow engine
comprises
a
timer) so that
we can specify
deadlines (”must
be ﬁnished by
8PM”) as well
as impose limits
on the duration
Fig. 8. Enforcing Deadlines and Durations
of an activity
(”must take less than 45 minutes”). The escape activities allow us to notify the
CHAMPS system whenever an activity violates its time constraints. In ﬁgure 8,
we place an activity (a software installation) within a scope and deﬁne the time
constraint duration < 5 min. If the duration exceeds the time period deﬁned
in the change plan, the escape activity attached to the alarm invokes a WSDL
method of the CHAMPS Planner & Scheduler to report the violation. Note that
a notiﬁcation does not mean that the change plan is automatically aborted.
Instead, the Planner & Scheduler will determine how to proceed, according to
the overall system state, other (competing) change plans, as well as penalties
speciﬁed in Service Level Agreements or general Policies. It will then decide
if the current change plan can continue, if it has to be cancelled, or if a new
change plan must be generated later.

5

Conclusion and Outlook

We have presented a novel approach for integrating a change manager with
a service provisioning system to facilitate the workﬂow-based provisioning of
application services. Our work was motivated by the extremely high rate of
change in emerging e-Commerce environments and the need for integrating service provisioning into the change management process. By using a standardized,
general-purpose workﬂow language for expressing change plans and demonstrating the feasibility of integrating a common-oﬀ-the-shelf workﬂow engine with a
commercial provisioning system, our approach is applicable to a wide range of
provisioning scenarios.
Our prototype demonstrates that change plans, generated by the CHAMPS
change management system, can be executed by the TIO deployment engine
and that the BPEL4WS workﬂow language can be used eﬀectively to describe
change plans. While this advantage is likely to apply to other workﬂow languages

as well, BPEL4WS has the additional beneﬁt that it is speciﬁcally targeted at
Web Services. Second, the use of a workﬂow engine yields the advantage that
the task of checking the execution status of activities in a distributed system (to
decide if the next activity in a workﬂow can start) can be completely oﬄoaded
to the workﬂow engine. Finally, we are able to achieve a very high degree of
parallelism for a set of tasks: In the running example we used throughout this
paper, provisioning a single website (server software and web content) took 185
seconds on average, whereas provisioning additional websites added less than 5%
of overhead in terms of provisioning time per site.
While these initial results are encouraging, there are several areas of further
work: As an example, we are currently working on extending our approach to
address the deployment of more complex multi-tiered application systems involving Web Application Servers and Database Management Systems. Further
promising research topics are advanced error-handling and rollback facilities, and
the automated service composition and aggregation.
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